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- Moon facies, or moon
face, is a medical sign in
which the face develops a
rounded appearance due to
fat deposits on the sides of
the face. It is often
associated with Cushing's
syndrome
or
steroid
treatment
(especially
corticosteroids), which has
led to it being known as
Cushingoid
facies
("Cushing's-like
face")..
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Name _____ Matching
Moon Phases Read the
description on the left and
match it with the moon
phase on the right. Wed, 16
Jan 2019 06:44:00 GMT
Name Identifying Phases of
the Moon - Wageh El Amar
(Egyptian Arabic: ÙˆØ¬Ù‡
Ø§Ù„Ù‚Ù…Ø±
â€Ž,
English: Face of the Moon)
is a 2001 Egyptian soap
opera mini-series.It was
broadcast in the month of
Ramadan on 23 Arabic TV
channels.The series was
hyped by the media, mainly
because it marked the return
of Egyptian actress Faten
Hamama.An episode was
aired every day for 35 days.
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800 play-along songs on
this website. The songs are
located either on this page
or the Beginner's Page.
Click here for a list of all
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